Abstract: Kinematically redundant robotic manipulators are capable of concurrently achieving multiple manipulation goals, including collision avoidance and energy minimization, by resolving kinematic null spaces. Given specifications for manipulator joint motion resolution and accuracy, null spaces can also be resolved to increase end effector motion precision, which is a critical capability for micromanipulation tasks. This work outlines a heuristic computational method for controlling and designing robotic manipulators to achieve greater effective motion resolution on specific tasks. The efficacy of this method is demonstrated through case studies in workspace planning and in morphological and mechanical design optimization.
Introduction
Robotic manipulators have become a critical technology in both industrial manufacturing and advanced medical devices (Mack, 2001; Darzi and Mackay, 2002) . Applications such as robotic assembly and microsurgery mandate high motion resolution and accuracy, with spatial resolution on the order of microns and angular resolution at tenths of a degree. To enable this level of motion precision, many robotic manipulator designs employ lowbacklash motors, precision gear heads, high fidelity position and motion sensors, and other high-performance components. These sophisticated designs have led to the achievement of micron-scale motion precision in several commercial manipulation platforms, but these solutions are generally expensive and mechanically cumbersome.
The expense and complexity of robotic manipulators stand to increase as the demands of their applications grow more stringent and technically challenging. As researchers endeavour to create more versatile and energy-efficient assembly processes (Feddema, 1996; Shimada, 2009, Lueth, 1992) and to progress toward surgical devices capable of highly-articulated motion (Degani et. al, 2006; , the design and employment of kinematically redundant robotic manipulators has become an increasingly important focus. Redundant manipulators (Fig. 1) can perform more complex and greater varieties of tasks than non-redundant systems, but this increased kinematic flexibility demands greater numbers of joints for the same degree of motion precision. The additional degrees of freedom (DOFs) typically exacerbate the expense and design complexity needed to enable high precision motion. However, these extra DOFs, when coupled with the appropriate control algorithms and motion planning techniques, can be used to facilitate higher local motion precision without the need for expensive high precision actuation components.
Figure 1
An 8DOF kinematically redundant industrial manipulator positioned to arc weld a precision seam between two I-beams.
This paper presents a method of designing and controlling kinematically redundant manipulators to improve motion resolution without increasing manipulator cost and complexity. The proposed method is based upon the effective motion resolution (EMR) index, which heuristically quantifies the motion resolution based on the convolution of several individual joint resolutions. EMR is effective both as a fitness metric in design optimization and as an objective in redundancy resolution to improve precision along a specific motion trajectory. The efficacy of EMR is demonstrated in three case studies involving (1) workspace layout planning for higher task-specific motion resolution, (2) morphological design optimization to compensate for low-resolution actuation architecture, and (3) mechanical and morphological design optimization to provide adequate motion resolution while achieving the secondary motion objectives of collision avoidance and energy minimization.
The concept of increasing motion precision by workspace convolution
Motion trajectories for robotic manipulation are often defined by a set of motion control points which include spatial position, velocity, acceleration, and mechanical force specifications. The degree to which a manipulator can accurately track prescribed control points is largely dictated by its actuation architecture. Accuracy is also heavily influenced by the location of the prescribed control points within the manipulator workspace. A relatively small change in either actuator motion resolution or motion trajectory location can result in dramatic decreases in task-space motion resolution and, by extension, the degradation of task quality and feasibility.
Spatial positioning accuracy is determined by the motion resolution of the actuated joints, and by the region of the manipulator's feasible workspace in which the motion is being performed. A redundant 3DOF planar manipulator, shown in Fig. 2 , is used to illustrate this concept. This planar manipulator is comprised of three rigid links with lengths of 300mm, 200mm, and 100mm, proximal to distal. Each revolute DOF has a coarse angular position resolution of 15 degrees (for visualization). With only the distal DOF active (Fig. 2.a) , the manipulator workspace and motion resolution are completely defined by that DOF's actuation specifications, which allows 2.6cm of linear motion per angular motion increment. With two active DOFs (Fig. 2.b) , the workspace and motion resolution are defined not by an individual DOF, but by the spatial convolution of the two DOFs' workspaces. The maximum linear motion resolution for 2 DOFs is increased to 0.35cm. With all three DOFs active ( Fig. 2.c) , the non-redundant workspace produced by the two distal DOFs can be moved about the taskspace by the proximal DOF.
Figure 2
Local increases in motion resolution with additional kinematic degrees of freedom.
Note: Kinematic redundancy can be used to locate high resolution regions of a manipulator workspace about the motion trajectory.
If the regions of a manipulator workspace exhibiting the highest degree of motion resolution are located along a motion trajectory using redundant DOFs, motion precision can be improved locally at individual trajectory points. However, these high resolution regions are small and direction specific, so the improvement of task-specific motion resolution must be accomplished by aligning these workspace regions with the local motion trajectory vectors. The following section describes the formulation of a motion resolution metric developed to condition manipulator configurations for this purpose.
Formulation of effective motion resolution
Conditioning redundant manipulator configurations to achieve higher task-specific motion resolution requires a metric that quantifies the both degree and the directionality of motion resolution achievable from a given manipulator configuration, and for a particular motion vector.
3.1
Effective motion resolution (EMR) index The degree of motion resolution afforded by a specific manipulator configuration can be quantified heuristically as the aggregate resolution of several individual joints acting on the same motion trajectory. The effective motion resolution index (EMR), developed here for this purpose, takes as arguments the instantaneous motion imparted on the end effector by each manipulator joint, derived from the manipulator Jacobian (1), and the instantaneous task space velocity vector (2) taken from the desired trajectory (Spong and Hutchinson, 2005) .
In equation (1), z i represents the motion axis of joint i and o i is the origin of joint i. In equation (2), , , are linear velocities in Cartesian coordinates, and , , are Euler angular velocities. The motion resolution component MR i of each joint i to motion along is calculated by taking the dot product of the instantaneous effector velocity and , the norm of task space velocity direction , scaling this product by the motion resolution of joint i, p i in increments per unit motion (mm), and taking the inverse (3). Summing these contributions yields EMR for a manipulator configuration (4). The approximation of motion resolution given by the convolution of joint workspaces is illustrated in Fig. 3 
An illustration of the EMR index calculated over the feasible 3DOF planar manipulator workspace for different desired task space velocities is shown in Fig. 4 . Darker points indicate configurations yielding higher EMR for the given desired task space velocity. Using this mapping, the position of the planar manipulator workspace or the layout of a desired motion trajectory within that workspace can be optimized to increase effective motion resolution.
Figure 3
An illustration of the EMR index concept, where minimum distance d min between projected points is inversely proportional to EMR.
EMR-resolved kinematic redundancy
The EMR index quantifies manipulator resolution based only upon kinematic configuration and desired task space velocity and is thus amenable to Jacobian-based redundancy resolution methods, such as those used for collision avoidance and torque optimization (Maciejewski and Klein, 1985; Ma, 1995) . These methods map a secondary objective onto the manipulator joint space using the null space projection I -J + J , in (5) (Nakamura, 1987) .
Given an adequate degree of kinematic redundancy, a secondary objective can be satisfied without compromising the desired end effector motion trajectory. In the case of motion resolution, this means that EMR can be increased for a given end effector pose without affecting accuracy.
Figure 4
Effective motion resolution (EMR) index computed over the manipulator workspace for different desired task space velocities: a) EMR for , b) , and c) , where
Redundancy is resolved for increased motion resolution in (6) by projecting the resolution gradient ψ onto the joint space. The resolution gradient is defined in (7) as a vector of motion resolution component derivatives MR taken with respect to NewtonRaphson iterations t of the inverse kinematics solution algorithm.
With sufficient null space, this projection will perturb each joint toward an orientation at which it provides greater motion resolution at the end effector.
3.3
Drawbacks of task and goal specificity Redundancy resolution for EMR has utility in increasing manipulator precision on specific tasks by serving as a fitness function for the optimization of workspace layouts and manipulator morphologies. The resulting design solutions, however, are not optimized for task flexibility and kinematic manipulability (Yoshikawa, 1985) or dynamically changing environments. Figure 5 shows how regions of a planar manipulator workspace deemed fit for high resolution motion do not necessarily exhibit smoothness or ease of motion, as indicated by kinematic manipulability μ.
In some cases, such as that of instantaneous motion in the x-direction ( ) in Fig. 5 , manipulability and EMR are inversely proportional. In these instances, one could assert that achieving high motion resolution in the desired direction is the dominant goal and that manipulability or redundancy resolution for other motions or task are inconsequential. This assertion can only be made, however, if the manipulator or workspace is dedicated to a specific task or set of tasks and has intended utility otherwise.
Figure 5
Contrast in the workspace regions exhibiting highest EMR and highest manipulability.
Case study on workspace layout optimization
The value of using the effective motion resolution index (EMR) to map a manipulator's feasible workspace resolution and optimize a motion trajectory layout may not be apparent from the planar manipulation example. An exhaustive mapping of the workspace is computationally tractable and inexpensive when considering only 3 DOFs having coarse motion resolution, thus heuristic resolution approximations are not needed. However, when considering manipulators with several DOFs, all having substantially higher motion resolution, exhaustive workspace mapping becomes impractical as computational expense scales with O n , where n is number of DOFs. In these cases, EMR provides a means of estimating and optimizing motion resolution locally, without having to evaluate each point in the workspace.
4.1
Workspace layout planning This experiment tests the efficacy of the EMR index in workspace layout planning. The candidate manipulation task is the welding of a steel beam seam, performed by an 8DOF kinematically redundant industrial manipulator. Figure 6 illustrates the manipulator's DOFs and major dimensions, and Fig. 7 depicts the simulation workspace. The revolute manipulator joints comprising the DOFs have an angular motion resolution of 5 degrees. Table I lists motion range specifications for each joint.
Though the individual joint motion resolutions are coarse, the feasible workspace of the manipulator contains on the order of 1 trillion manipulator configurations. Rather than sample all beam positions and simulate the welding task at each iteration to determine the layout that provides the best motion resolution, the EMR index can be computed only at the motion control points to provide a heuristic estimation of overall motion resolution.
Figure 6
The revolute joint DOFs and major morphological dimensions of the 8DOF redundant robotic manipulator. 
Workspace optimisation method
The optimization of the manipulator workspace layout is performed in terms of work piece (steel beam) position. The motion trajectory comprising the welding motion is described by six motion control points which are fixed to the beam. The beam position is given by variables x, y, and z, which are discretized in increments of 10mm. Beam orientation with respect to the z-axis is given by variable θ, which varies in increments of 5.0 degrees. The resulting discretized optimization parameter contains approximately 1.5 x 10 7 possible workspace positions, several orders of magnitude smaller than the manipulator joint space but still not amenable to exhaustive searches.
The workspace layout is optimized by searching the beam position variable space using non-linear gradient optimization, part of the MATLAB® Global Optimization toolbox. The fitness function P fitness , given in (8), favours the beam positions which yield the highest minimum EMR value over the motion trajectory's six control points, represented by variable W control . The EMR-based redundancy resolution formulation presented in (6,7) is used to condition kinematic solutions. After optimization, the solution with the highest minimum EMR value is taken as the best near-optimal workspace layout. Simulations are performed using software from the author's previous robotic manipulator design optimization work (Hammond and Shimada, 2009; 
Figure 7
Simulation setup for the workspace plan optimization experiment.
Note: Variables ∆x, ∆y, ∆z, and ∆θ are changes to optimization parameters. Coordinate axis is offset for visualization. Origin is at manipulator base.
, , ,
Workspace optimisation results
The EMR-based non-linear workspace optimization took place over 1382 iterations, resulting in a beam position {x,y,z} of {1330mm, -230mm, 280mm} and an orientation of -40 degrees with respect to the z-axis (Fig. 8) . The EMR index for the optimized beam position reached a value 2.3 times greater than that of the initial work piece position. This translates to a minimum motion resolution of 2.36mm, compared to that of 5.71mm achieved at the initial position.
EMR-based workspace optimization resulted in higher motion resolution despite the innate low resolution of the manipulator actuation architecture, but there was still noticeable error in the tracing of the welding motion path. Figure 9 shows deviations from the desired motion trajectory. These deviations are small, however, compared to initial motion errors, and constitute a significant improvement in task performance.
Figure 8
Workspace layout after numerical optimisation for improved EMR.
Note: The steel beam is oriented at 40 degrees to the x-z plane and is farther away from the manipulator than in its initial configuration, shown in Fig. 1 .
Case study on manipulator morphological design optimisation
The EMR index is employed here in optimizing the morphological design of redundant manipulator to improve motion resolution. Given a specific set of joint actuators with limited motion resolution, kinematic linkage dimensions are modified such that EMR is maximized for a particular task.
Morphological optimisation task
This experiment focuses on the seam welding task used in the workspace layout optimization experiment. The 8DOF manipulator and steel beams are fixed in the positions shown in Fig. 7 , and the motion trajectory for the welding task is identical. The design space variables consist of manipulator link lengths instead of workspace location.
5.2
Morphology optimisation method The morphological optimization variables are the major link dimensions l 1 , l 2 , and l 3 , shown in Fig. 6 . Each length is discretized in increments of 5mm from their initial length over a range of ±250mm. This creates a space of 1.0 x 10 6 designs, which is searched using non-linear gradient optimization. EMR-based redundancy resolution is used to improve resolution over the motion trajectory for each design that is simulated. The manipulator design with the highest minimum EMR value over the length of the motion trajectory is taken as the best near-optimal solution.
Figure 9
Illustration of error in motion trajectory for the initial and optimized workspace layout.
Note: Intermediate motion points are sampled from a small portion of the beam length. The optimized workspace layout produces resolution more than twice that of the initial layout.
Morphology optimisation results
The EMR-based morphological optimization search simulated 2649 design variants before arriving at the near-optimum solution shown in Fig. 10 . The EMR index of the optimized manipulator morphology was approximately 15 times greater than that of the original morphology, corresponding to a resolution 2.92mm (average distance between end effector locations), down from 5.71mm. Changes in major link dimensions were substantial; l 1 increased from 365mm to 510mm, l 2 decreased from 404mm to 359mm, and l 3 decreased from 95mm to 70mm. Total manipulator length increased by 75mm. Figure 11 shows differences between the initial and optimized manipulator configurations as the welding task is performed. Because the optimized manipulator's distal links are shorter than those of the initial manipulator, their transmission ratio is smaller. This means that the instantaneous motion that these links' DOFs impart on the end effector is lower in magnitude, and thus their angular motion resolution is projected onto a smaller length of the desired trajectory (refer to Fig. 3) . The shortened link lengths and increase the EMR index for the optimized manipulator morphology by reducing the motion projected by and , across those links, onto the end-effector. 
Case study on multi-objective manipulator design optimisation
The previous case studies involved manipulator and workspace design optimization with EMR as the primary objective and did not consider manipulator design and performance goals such as collision avoidance, energy conservation, and design complexity. This study focuses on multi-objective manipulator design optimisation which, theoretically, should yield a design that improves manipulator performance with respect to each design objective but that does not provide a solution that is optimal with respect to any one of those objectives .
Multi-objective morphological optimisation task
The task in this case study involves the assembly of a 6DOF industrial robotic manipulator. Assembly is performed by a modified 10DOF version of the manipulator used in the previous case studies (Fig. 12) and requires the handling of several components with substantial mass (Fig. 13) . The additional DOFs and extra link were incorporated into the manipulator design accommodate collision avoidance measures and to allow greater range of motion during the assembly process.
This task requires high torques on the order of hundreds of Newton-meters, and motion resolution on the order of a millimeter. Because the manipulator actuators have specific torque and resolution limits, the length of the links between the actuators has a significant impact on manipulator performance. Longer links increase motion range but increase the amount of torque required to accommodate a particular payload. Varying link lengths also affects end-effector motion resolution, with longer links providing coarser resolution than short ones. As such, this optimisation study focuses on the modification of link length parameters to balance all manipulator performance objectives.
Figure 12
The initial 10DOF assembly manipulator configuration and major design parameters.
6.2
Manipulator design optimisation method The manipulator design space is composed is four link lengths¸ l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 . In the interest of simplicity, the mass of each link is assumed to vary linearly with link length. The links, which are initialized with arbitrary values, vary over a range of ±250mm from the initial lengths (Fig. 12) , in increments of 5.0mm. The four joint actuators at the base of each link have angular motion resolutions of 2 degrees. The design space created by this set of parameters yields a total of 1.0 x 10 8 possible manipulator designs.
Figure 13
The robotic manipulator assembly workspace with the 10DOF assembly manipulator, the 6DOF manipulator (under construction), and requisite assembly components.
The 10DOF assembly manipulator was optimized for energy conservation, motion precision, and collision avoidance by searching the design space and maximizing a multiobjective objective function g(x) defined in (9). This function is a weighted product of multiobjective weighted global isotropy index (MWGII, in equation 10), (Hammond and Shimada, 2011) , which takes into account force transmission and collision avoidance capabilities (in the context of kinematic manipulability), and the EMR index. The MWGII component of the objective function ensures that the manipulator design accommodates the specified actuator torque limitations and minimizes the incidence of manipulator collisions with itself or the workspace. Constant α in (9) was set to 0.20 for this study, and all constants and matrices in (10) were formed as seen in previous work.
The assembly motions prescribed for the 10DOF manipulator were line-of-sight pickand-place motions (not shown). End-effector velocities were kept low (10mm/s) to ensure that inertia and the nature of the motion trajectory had negligible influence on required actuator torques. These conditions reduce this task to a quasi-static one where the ability of the manipulator to move parts accurately and with adequate force are the dominant performance criteria and where the speed of manipulator motion is ancillary.
The simulation of the manipulator assembly task was performed with a velocity-based inverse kinematics solver, which included several motion control sub-routines to ensure adherence to manipulator actuation specifications, and to facilitate the resolution of kinematic redundancy. These algorithms included well-recognized singularity avoidance (Wampler, 1986) , torque and energy minimization (Ma, 1995) , and collision avoidance (Maciejewski and Klein, 1985) algorithms. The formulations used to implement these control algorithms are listed in Table 2 . A Nelder-Mead simplex search was used to search for the design parameter values that maximized the objective function (9).
Table 2
List of theoretical bases for velocity-based redundancy-resolved inverse kinematics
Design Metric (Researcher) Formulation Method
Singularity avoidance (Wampler, 1986) 
Torque Minimization (Ma, 1995) 2 0
Null space projection
Collision Avoidance (Maciejewski and Klein, 1985) =
Null space projection
Optimisation results
The simplex search optimisation ran for 1000 iterations, the maximum set for this study. During the optimisation, the assembly manipulator design decreased in overall length from 1194mm to 1039mm, with a majority of the decrease occurring at l 1 and l 2 (Table  3) . While these decreases serve to reduce workspace volume, they also decrease the mass of the links and increase motion resolution for the actuators attached to those links. The minimum average motion resolution achieved during part placement (motion within 50mm of the desired placement points was 1.92mm for the original manipulator design and 0.84mm in the optimized manipulator. The optimized manipulator's overall ability to avoid collisions and maintain actuator torques well within operational ranges also improved, as indicated by the 8% increase in MWGII value. Figure 16 illustrates the reachable point cloud created by the optimised assembly manipulator. The average EMR value of this cloud is 0.0428, corresponding to an average resolution of 1.57mm, while the spatial volume of the cloud is 3.3595 x 10 7 mm 3 . These figures clearly indicate the design inversely proportional tradeoff in workspace volume and motion resolution, and agree with the intuition that shorter manipulators links will improve precision while decreasing manipulator range and speed. Both average EMR and motion resolution improved, as expected, as a result of the multiobjective optimisation.
Discussion
This paper presents a method of configuring kinematically redundant manipulators to improve manipulator motion resolution. This method overcomes innate deficiencies in motion resolution due to actuation architecture without the need to implement higher resolution, more expensive actuator architectures. The method is based upon the effective motion resolution (EMR) index, a heuristic metric which uses knowledge of a manipulator's kinematic configuration and the desired motion trajectory to estimate achievable motion resolution. The efficacy of EMR was demonstrated on cases studies in workspace layout planning and morphological design optimization for the improvement of manipulator precision. Significant improvements in motion resolution were achieved in all three case studies. Note: Darker points in the EMR value close-up denote lower EMR values. The average EMR value is 0.0328, and the cloud's spatial span is 405.97mm (x), 531.96mm (y), and 299.63mm (z).
Lessons learned from EMR implementation
The EMR-based workspace layout optimization yielded a 141% increase in motion resolution by adjusting only the position and orientation of the workspace. The morphological optimization of major manipulator link dimensions resulted in a 126% increase in motion resolution for a 75mm increase in total length. The multiobjective optimization link dimensions resulted in a 128% increase in motion resolution while promoting low (below maximum specifications) joint torques and collision avoidance. These increases are substantial given that the joint actuator resolutions remained constant, and are evidence of the importance of workspace layout and morphological design in motion precision. This point is especially important when considering the design of small-scale medical devices and micromanipulation platforms where actuator resolution is limited due to increased influence of intrinsic mechanical disturbances such as backlash, friction, compliance, and wear on that motion scale. In such cases, the optimisation of morphological designs and workspaces layout may be the only tractable way of increasing motion resolution. 
Disadvantages of employing a heuristic estimation EMR formulation
Because the EMR index is heuristic, it does not provide precise information about the motion resolution achievable from a given manipulator or workspace layout configuration. Instead it provides an estimation of resolution given the potential contribution of each DOF to instantaneous motion along a motion trajectory. For this reason, EMR cannot be used to optimize workspace layouts and manipulator morphologies to achieve a specific motion resolution. This resolution estimation, however, is useful for resolving kinematic redundancy for increased motion resolution and for identifying workspace layout and manipulator morphologies that have high motion resolution relative to other design variants also measured by EMR.
Conclusion
This paper demonstrated the utility of effective motion resolution (EMR) index on improving manipulator precision without changing the actuation architecture. As a heuristic estimation of motion resolution, it does not provide a precise assessment of the resolution achievable from a given kinematic configuration and for a specific task, but it serves as a relative fitness indicator useful for workspace layout and manipulator morphology design optimization. EMR-based optimization in workspace layout and manipulator morphology design case studies resulted in motion resolution greater than double the initial levels without increasing the resolution (and expense) of the actuator architectures used in the manipulator designs.
Because of the current computational burdens of this numerical approach, EMRbased trajectory planning is limited offline implementation. Future work will focus on online, real-time implementations of EMR trajectory planning and empirical validation of its efficacy in industrial practice.
